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Purchase of campus school may offer space
by Mack Sermon
The, University News
BSUmay solve crowding problems
for itself and Campus Elementary
School by purchasing the school, if
the legislature provides the funding,
according to John Franden, executive
assistant to the BSU president.
The school has been warned two
years in a row that its playground is
too small and that next yearIt may
face sanctions, according to Principal
Robert, Wecker.
However, Franden said, "If we can
get the funds to purchase the school,
we can solve the district's problems
as well as our own."
Campus Elementary was founded
in 1950 and now educates 250
students, Wecker said.
The school has 1.6· acres of
playground space but is required to
have at least 10acres.Since this is the
second year it has failed to pro-
vide the needed space, Wecker said,
he is concerned that the Idaho State
Dcpartmcnt of Education will' en-
force some type of sanction.
"We were somewhat concerned
when BSU decided to place the
(satelliteuplink) dishes so close to the
school, but we realize it was the best
location," Wecker said, adding that
"We feel we've been able to compen-
sate and provide a quality
playground." In order to build the
dishes where they are, the university
made use of space that formerly had,
been used as part of the playground.
Wecker said the heavy, traffic
around the school and the lack of
parking were more direct problems
resulting from the lack, of space.
"Some parents won't even attend
'our parent-teacher conferences
because they can't find a parking
space," Weckcr said.
These problems couid be resolved'
if the legislature provides funding for
the administration's plans to pur-
chase the school, Franden said.
"Let's face it, we both have prob-
lems with space and overcrowding,'
Franden said, referring to the
district's overcrowding at Campus
and two other elementary schools
and the university's plans to use the
building, if purchased, to house the
School of Social Sciences and Public
Affairs.
If the legislature appropriates an
additional $1.5 million toward the
BSU Permanent Building Fund, the
money will passto the Boise School
District. The money, in conjunction
with a mill levy, would be used to
build a new elementary school in
southeast Boise and thus reduce the
overcrowding, Franden said.
Franden and Weckerboth said the
purchase of the school by BSU
presently seems to be the best solu-
tion, and with help from the
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by Bonnie Dibble
The University News
"Congress shall-make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people
peaceably to. assemble, and to
petition the 'government' for a
redress of grievances. "
-First Amendment,
the United States Constitution.
This amendment was the focal,
point of a speakers' forum held
Feb. 4 at BSU. The National
Issues Forum, formed in 1981, is
sponsored by the Domestic Policy
Association whose goal is "to en-
courage public discussion of im-
portant issues,"according to Dr.
Robert Boren, BSU comrnunica-
,tions department chairman, who
moderated the event. .
By better informing the public,
people will become more involv-
ed in the dccision-making process,
Boren said.
In the forum, "Where Do you
Draw the Line?,"three speakers
were chosen to represent three'
different views. Former state
representativeGene Winchester of
Kuna repr,esented the view that
"New restrictions on certain
forms of speech arc necessary
'because some words and pictures
"We cannot consider the whole picture
without mingling SOITl~ rel,igicm and
morality in." "
-Former state rep.GeneWincheste(
can cause serious harm to in-
dividuals and society as a whole."
Citing Thomas Jefferson's Nor-
thwest Ordinance, Winchester
said religion, morality and
knowledge should be encouraged
in schools. "We cannot consider
the whole picture without mingl-
ingsome religion and morality
in."
Referring to a recent case in
which a school hoard censored a
slJldent newspaper, backed by the
courts, Winchester said it was not
so much a matter of the First
Amcl;dmcnt right as that 'of a
publisher governing its paper.
. On the availability of por-
nographic materials, he said,
- "There is a relationship between
pornography and what is done-
crime results."
"We should have a wholesome
environmcnt if we want,"he said.
Ralph Gines,' a former BSU
faculty member who now has his
own law practice, represented the
view that "Freedom of speech
should be regulated to shield im-
pressionable young people from
harmful messages."
In This Iss
Boise's
Bar
scene
See page 9
He said that courts have been
a little narrow in interpreting
freedom of speech, discussing the
speech instead of the freedom
aspect. Courts have held that
there are a number of cases where
the freedom of speech is not
unlimited, such as libel, slander
and profanity. '
He said there were other excep-
tions to unlimited freedom of
speech aimed at children. These
included 'limits on alcohol and
tobacco ads and limits on televis-
cd violence.
Gines said the decision to pro-
tect children is justified on moral
grounds, but noted that public
morality is different from private
morality. The moral justification
will fail if adults do not have the
"self-discipline" to avoid these
materials, he said.
Allen Derr, a lawyer involved
with First Amendment issues, said
he supported the idea that "Even
forms of expression that many
people find offensive must be
tolerated because every instance
of censorship threatens the prin-
ciple of free speech."
"There is no more meaningful
freedom than the freedom 01
speech," Derr said, noting that
most states had a freedom' 01
speech provision written intd their
constitutions before the U.S.Con-
stitution was written.
He said unless a clear and pre-
sent danger to persons or property
exists, freedom should be almost
unrestricted.
Citing a shooting in Coeur
("Alene, Derr quoted a police ex-
pert who said it did not add up.
The narcotics agent who did the
shooting considered this libel and
the reporter had to go through a
nine-day trial to defend his right
to print the comment. "Libel is an
indirect form of econoic censor-
ship, "Derr said.
He said he felt he had the right
to decide whether or not to par-
take of activities such as por-
nography or red light districts.
, Those attending were asked to
fill out questionnaires before anc
after the speakers comments to
have a record of views which will
be tabulated by DPA and given to
leaders dealing with freedom of
speech issues. .
Boren said people constantly
are looking for ways to control
speech, citing the fact that Flann-
ed Parcnthood now cannot men-
tion abortion in their counselling
if its administrators wish to keep
its federal funding.
legislature, Campus Elementary will
no longer exist in two to three years.
Institute
studies
tralnin,g
by Bonnie Dibble
The University' News
The nation's largest single
employer of research psychol-
ogists has established a field
operating agency 011 the BSU
campus, according to Army
Research Institute Acting Chief
Joe Hagman.
The research institute for
behavioral and social science at
BSU is studying the problems of
the military's reserves and will of-
fcr any knowledge gained to
academic researchers, he said.
Research will lead to improved
training, he said, which will help
with determining guidelines for
intermittent training, such as the
one-weekcnd-a-mol}th training
for the National Guard and U.S.
Army Reserve.
"With this very limited amount
of training time," Hagman said,
"how doyou train people so they
can remember what they learned
better?"
The question is being address-
ed through research in.skill reten-
tion and acquisition and the abili
See ARI, page 5
BSU's Student Activities Office is The lectures offered will include
sponsoring the Leadership Develop- "The Mystery of Motivation" by
rncnt Program Feb. 8-12. The week- communication professor Laurel
long program will offer three lectures· Traynowicz, '''Listening and Learn-
and a video each day Participants ing" by communication professor
may register with the Student Ac- , Marvin Cox, "Covering the Bases"
tivities Office on the secondl1oor of by VicePresiden't for Student Affairs
the Student Union and attend any Dr. David Taylor and "Promote It"
combination of videos and lectures. by ASBSU Public Relations. Coor-
Student's may enroll for. credit by dinator Kellie Branson-Culley,
contactingBSU Continuing Educa- The videos will cover topics such
tion and attending 15 hours of the- as "Resolving Conflict," "Conduct-
program. ing. Meaningful Meetings" and
leadership program to offer
lectures, videos and address
"Working With Difficult People."
The keynote speech, "Leadership
in the 21st Century," will be delivered
by Will Keirn, who will examine the
10 characteristics necessary to suc-
ceed as a leader in the next .century,
Keirn's address will be held Feb, 8 at
7 p.m. in the Nez Perce Room of the
Student Union;
For further information, call the
Student ActivitiesOffice at 385-1223.
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.. virtually every
Government agency.
So the subjects
range from agri-
culture, business,
children, and diet to
science, space,
transportation,and
vacations. Jlndthere
are titles on military
history, education,
hobbies, physical fitness, gardening,
and much, much more. There's even
a special section for recently
published books.
Find out about the Govemment's
bestsellers. Send today. for a copy of
the book we don't sell. Write-
Because· it~·free!
Every year the
Government
publlShesthousands
of books. And every
year the Government
Printing Office sells
millions of these
books to people in the
know. Now there's a
book that tells you
about the Govern-
ment's "bestsellers"-but it's not for
sale ... it's free!
It's our new catalog of almost 1,000
ofGPO's most popular books. Books
like Infant Care, Merchandising
Your Job Talents, The Statistical
Abstract, Starting a Busines8, The
Space Shuttle at Work, How toSelect
a Nursing Home, Voyager at
Saturn, and Cutting Energy Costs.
This catalog includes books from
Love
confession
.from an
anthemaniac.
As you know, anthe-
maniacs like myself
just go crazy around
flowers. So what does
my Valentine send me
on Valentine's Day?
The FTDQD Love Note
Bouquet!
Well,1et me tell you,
when I saw those
beautiful flowers in
that fine porcelain
bowl it drove me wild.
Besides, this glorious
bouquet also came
with a note pad and
pencil with which I've
. written my Valentine
every day ..
'And smart Valentines
know it doesn't cost
much to send us
anthemaniacs into
this flower frenzy.
Just ask your florist
to have FTD send
one for you.
New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013
Bring In quality, fashionable spring & summer clothes
for consignment (by appt.)
»Fesnioneble Jewelry
«Nest in-store gift ideas!
oLow prices to fit student budget
383.9048 327·0445
AI02
Intro, to The Short Story
When Carla told me that my date
was.a little short, I thought she was
~alkmg dollars and cents, not feet and
inches, So there I was at the door in
my spiked heels.istaring at the top of
my date's head.
All I could think was, how do I
get myself out of this? I could imagine
howmy legs would ache if! had to walk
around with my .kneesb~nt alle,:ening.
So tostall for time, while figuring
out how to fake malaria, 1 made- us
some Double Dutch Chocolate.
When I brought it into the living
room, I discovered that Gary was
a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man
after n;y o~vn heart. Okay, I de-
cided Id give him a chance. So we
sat down and saw each other face-
to-face for the first time. He had a
nice smile.
After some small talk--I mean
conversation-el discovered that we
both love Updike, hate the winter
weather, and both {lavemiriia- .
ture schnauzers. So, we made
a date to introduce Shadow
and Schatzi next week.
General Foods" Interriation~l Coffees.
~hare the feeling.
QJ
~
ell B6Gf:neral Foodi Cor .
.lnBrlef
< •• ,".:,,\,,:',.:,:',
/: .:"'i~,t
T~~cf1l~g;:.~~~line··
" \, • ~ 1 ., -;f
c' Ffl~;IS;js ihe deadU': . '.tary"and secondary,'
•.'.•teachingappli • ¢r:{9a8:~c.'
.' ..••·.'Applicatlon.11 <rl>om'30!"o
:~~ri:~~~lr:l,; ....
,: >" c'-:- .. ':_,""-: _.\.:<;;.~_;;,,<.:.;... :«:...~;:;,,;.~~;:;;,;>'-_~;.;;-"-"';"<:::')::":,,1.-<'--,:;·f,:,::
The Office cifStl1c.!~tl~sideiltiaILlfe 'currently,
mer llmploymentapplicl)tions'~<irStudentp;ijriters,' eepers,'
·hpus¢keeping siJpervis,?r,',: housekecping',assislan, . fvisor,
housekeeping liid~:cOnference ilid¢s;and resideiitad~isers;All ap- '.
plicantsmusl be fUII-tlm~st~deJ1ts With aminimum' cut:Jl~Iative GPA
Of 2.0. '.' ::< "., :. ::..>: :<. :/,,".~~ :~.: .
.Ap!llkations arc available.in'r90ni2.J~ofthe ,~dnii.nisiration;" :.'
. .Building, beginningfel'l.I;Theymust bereceiv¢dilolater' than ..
· Feb: 26: Fo~more information, call 385~3986.. ..' :: .•.• " , .
i
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.Stllde"ts:forGary~Hart:
., - " .'-",', '.' '·t' - ,",,' ' .•. ' -". '," ." ,- •. ,'.'
. ,A BStJ student group SIJPportin~ Gary Hart far. president has .•.....
.•• been orga~,iied •.jhegroUP' will.encouragesludents}o ,a~tendt~e·.,
· Democratic caucus llt;BSU on March 8.at 6:30p.m. to'showt~~lr .
... support, a'c~ordi~~, to, ·~tlJde.riis, for Jlari CIHhairm~p. Midielle "
Waddell. .:. ", .' ..' :' ,. .
..StiJ(lent.dor' Hartshoufd have buttons,' stic~ers:and posters"
available this' week. : . " '. ,r. • . • " ' ••• ', . • • ... ,
, ..' ,People interested i~ joini~g the grou~, or :Wishing for ,more ~n- ... :.
,formation, may· write: to,.StudCJ!.ts for ,Hart, C/o BSU ,College. '
Democrats, 1910 Univemiy, Di'ive-SUB.,Boise, 10.83725. . . '.
'. .. • "\:,," c ~: ':..: 1::..' ',"_.', • , .". ~ " -.:, "'j • ,'" '.
FREE RENT FOR STUDENTS
AT
Stor-n-Lock
SELF STORAGE
RENT A 5 X 10 STORAGE UNIT
and get your FIRST MONTH FREE!! !
. (2 month minimum stay)
We will also waive the $10.00 Deposit for Students,
-A 5 X 10 will hold 'up to 3 rooms of furniture.
-Wnat a great way to clean up that cluttered dorm or apt.!
-At STOR-N-LOCK you keep the key ..Camp.!Jter controlled
gates' keep unauthorized persons OUT.
CALL OR STOP. BY TODAY!!
OUor good thru Feb. 28,1988.
5889 FAIRVIEW (Behind ARBY's at Curtis Offramp.
322·4321
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Students know no geography
CPS:-American students do not
know very much geography, accord-
ing to studies released during recent
weeks.
Separate surveys of students'
geography knowledge atthe Univer-
sity of Wisconsin' Oshkosh and
California State and Mankato State
universities found some students were
unable to find the Sovie-t Union on
a map, thought Nicaragua .was an
Asian island or did not know who
America's leading trade partner was.
Students who took. a 21-question
multiple-choice geography quiz at
Cal State Fullerton, for example,
averaged just 12 correct answers. On-
ly 14 percent could locate the eastern
Caribbean Sea, where Columbus first
arrived in the Western Hemisphere;
only one-fourth of those tested could
locate and identify Canada as the
United States' leading trade partner
or the Soviet Union as the world's
third most populous nation.
At the University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh, only 22 percent of students
recently surveyed could find the
Soviet Union ona world map. In
Dallas, another survey revealed that
one quarter of the high school
seniors tested knew that Mexico is the
United States' southern neighbor.
"The tests are depressingly ac-
curate," according toPatt Morrison,
_a University of Southern California
journalism teacher and Los Angeles
Times reporter: "When students
- place the Bering Straits off the coast
of Maine and think Nicaragua is an
island off the coast of India,
something is definitely ":'TOng."
Nazi attack a diet, student says
CPS-American students are Amherst each conducted telephone
described as being culturally illiterate polls of 50 students, asking them to
in a book which has been a bestseller identify some of the references in
since August. And in November Hirsch's book.
somestudents at Amherst College One student identified the Battle
and Princeton University set out to of the Bulge, the last Nazi counterat-
prove the point. tack of World War II, as "an eternal
In his book, Cultural Literacy: diet."
What Every American Needs to A Princeton student identified
Know, Prof. E.D. Hirsch lists terms Boss Tweed-the politician who con-
and historical references like the Bat- trolled New York politics for two
tle of the Bulge, Boss Tweed and the decades during the lates 1800s-as
Bard of Avon, which, he believes, "what Bruce 'The Boss' Springsteen
well educated people ought to know. wears onstage."
So to see how well educated their "Deus ex rnachina," the literary
readers were, the editors of student device used to alter plot direction in
papers at Princeton and then novels and myths, was defined by an
Amherst respondent as the name of
a new album by The Police, the rock
group that released an album called
Ghost in the Machine.
While respectable majorities of
students correctly identified many of
the terms listed in the poll, Amherst
student newspaper's Managing
Editor Maggie Bendickson said the
effort "wasn't serious. It was sort if
a poke at Princeton," which did the
survey first.
Princeton's poll was intended to be
less facetious than Amherst's, Daily
Princeton ian Managing Editor Anne
Tarbutton told the Associated Press.
Navy, USAF'need fewotficers
CPS-Faced with an overabun-
dance of officers, the Air Force and
Navy Reserve Officer Training Corps
may ask seniors graduating from col-
lege this spring to leave the programs
or postpone their commissions.
Students enrolled in the Army
RarC, however, will not be affected.
Air Force and' Navy ROTC of-
ficials aren't sure how many students
will delay or forego their military
careers. Last year, 138 of the 23,390
students enrolled in Air Force Rarc
voluntarily left the program, accord-
ing to Capt. Bill Stephenson, an Air
Force ROTC spokesman,
In 1986, Congress, concerned there
were too many officers in the
military, ordered the nation's military
branches to cut their officer ranks,
Stephensonsaid. Cadets, who usual-
ly are required 10 serve in the military .
for several years after graduation,
were .allcwed to leave the Air Force
program without future commit-
ment.
The students who left the program,
Stephenson said, did so voluntarily,
"We're not forcing anybody
out.' 'Students who had received Air
Force Rarc scholarships, however,
will be required to repay the Air
Force. .
The Air Force will allow students
to leave the program voluntarily
again this. year, Stephenson said,
although he said it is unlikely any
students will be required to drop out.
The Navy RarC delayed commis-
sioning about \00 students who
graduated last spring, spokesman
Rod Duren said. Those students were
"non-scholarship" cadets who were
asked to. postpone their military
careers following "a selection pro-
cess," Duren said. .
Other students may be asked to
delay their commissions again this
year, Duren said.
The 63,000 students enrolled in the
Army ROTC, however, will not face
any problems, according to
spokesman Paul Kotakis.
The Newspaper Aqvisory Board
is accepting applications for
the 1988-89 Editorship of
Application Deadline Feb. 29, 1988
I'
I
i
. ,. ,..".-._-,--.,...,.,-,--.~---
The University News
Qualifications include.:
• At least two semesters' experience in
newspaper publication or equivalent.
.. GPA of 2.25 or higher.
Contact Dan Morris, adviser, 385:'1906,CM 224
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Lengthen library's' hours
Research is the heart of any university, and since it recently has become a stated
aim of this one, the resolution. passed by the ASBSU Senate expressing concern
over library hours seems to relate to an all-too-familiar message-the administra-
tion wants to expand research, but without funding it.
The library is the single asset used by all departments, programs and schools.
It does not serve only a few, select programs, as isthe case with the recently con-
structed Human Performance Center, which was built without regard for the univer-
sity's financial woes. When the money exists to purchase and install a satellite uplink,
how can the administration claim that the finances are not available to make an
investment that would benefit all students and faculty members OR campus? The
expansion of the library's hours would be an inexpensive and positive step for an
emerging research-oriented institution.
We call on the central administration,and in particular President John Keiser,
to understand and work for the expansion of the library's hours, as it would benefit
the entire university with very little cost to the state. However, we are afraid our
call, as well as ASBSU's, will fall on deaf ears, primarily because the unstated goal
of the university, if it can be inferred from recent actions, is to downplay the library.
After all, who needs a periodicals section when we can research public television
in KAID's new facilities?
Letters ----------
Fighting Commies costly
will probably invade Southern California,
disguised as migrant workers. Disneyland will
Alas! The American people are finally be- fall into the hands of the communists from
ing made aware of the evils emanating from Russia! Snow White will be forced to wear red
those atheistic communists that hail from the clothing! Goofy will be eaten by communist
awful Soviet Union. soldiers, and Mickey and Minnie taken
The United States of America, fellow hostage!
citizens, is in grave danger of communist Hope is not lost, though! The answer, of
takeover! Communist infiltrators have already course, is increased military spending. Wewill
created a terrible menace in American society knock those stupid smelly Soviets out of both
that threatens to undermine American hemispheres, all the while protecting harmless
democracy: The AIDS virus! Imagine Russian citizens around the world ... Just because 14
spies committing adultery in America in the million babies die each year of hunger-related
name of communism! Just as dreadful is the deaths is no reason on God's green earth to
dream of Hitler'S master race being fostered ease off of those bloodthirty communists!
in Planned Parenthood centers across this great Who cares if one Trident submarine would pay
nation of ours! Can you imagine that-racist .for the cost of a five-year program for univer-
acts against minorities in America? America' sal child immunization against six diseases?
of all places! Perhaps the most devious dead- Gosh, that will only save one million babies
ly deed by the crafty communists is the 'in- a year-a mere drop in the bucket when it
version' hitting Boise and other towns in the comes to the cost of saving American
American West. My bet is that our democracy! Tighten your belts another notch,
weathermen are KGB agents in disguise, try- send your children to poorly funded schools,
ing to convince us that the brown haze that and ignore the social problems that plague our
blankets Boise is caused by pollutants being . nation and world (you know-stupid stuff like
dumped into our air. A lie! It is deadly nerve starvation, racism, poverty, unemployment,
gas that the cunning communists injected in- suicide, etc). There is nothing that must
to the airstream over Boise-hoping to slow- stop us from fighting communism! Those
Iy kill Idaho's population of social-conscious bloodthirsty wolves in Russia are after our
human beings. children-let's stop them in the name of peace!
But the worst is yet to come, mind you. ,
Those radical democrats in the House voted
down Contra aid. Now the communists have
a foothold miles from our sacred border. They
Editor, The University News;
Joel M. Sanda
BSU Student
'I(BSUwhiner irks readers
Editor, The University News;
Did you ever wonder what a meetin~ .be-
tween 'the Wfiinetras and the great political
minds of our time would sound like?
Wewere thinking it might sound something
like this: .
Whinetras: Whine, whine, whine, whine,
whine.
Donahue: Weheard you whining on the streets,
we heard you whining in The University News.
You were whining then, and you are whining
now. America wants to know: What are you
whining about? '
Whinetms: K, whine, B, whine, S, whine, U,
whine!!
Winfrey: Whoa, wait a minute. Isn't that the
same thing you whined about on my premiere
show, 10 years ago?
Whlnetras: Well, whine, yes.
Cronkite: Then could you give us the current
status of the military coup attempt of the
Whinetras against the Jim-dinistas?
Whinetms: Well, whine, it wasn't exactly a
coup...whine...it was just another petiiiitionnnn.
Rather: Aren't you beating this whole petition
thing to death? Hasn't the student body
become immune to your whimpering and
sniveling?
Whinetms: .Well, sniff, whine. Wehave, sniff,
gotten our names in the paper.
Robin Leach: So, you wanted to join the
glamorous fairy tale world of the Bitching
Famous?
Whinetrns: Well, yes. Well, no, not exactly.
It's just that, whine, we don't like what
happened. ... .
BaM WlIwa: Could you tell l;is,Whinetwas,
what 'have your methods of pwotest weally
accompwished?
Whinetwas: Well, sniff, I heard that wf1verais-
ed the awareness of at least two students.
Besides whine, whine, whine, whine.
Dan Smede: By any chance are you speaking
about those two students you so vocally whin-
ed out of context about in last week's issue of
The University, News? ..
WiJinetras: Well, yeah, whine. But we'redo-
ing something,and they're just being apathetic.
Besides, they wouldn't sign our petiiiitionnn,
Church Lady: Wellwe're just a little bit toooo
proud of ourselves. Doing a Ii.ttle.superiorit~
whining, aren't we? Gee, I think If we don't
stop'overmoralizing ourselves on the general
student populace, we might find ourselves
meeting a little man. Could it be, oh Idon't
know, Jerry Falwell?
Whinetms: But what else can we dooooo?
Dr. Ruth: Have you ever considered trying to
induce organization by stimulating the student
body with a new and imaginative alternative?
Whinetras: Well, nooooo, buuuuut, whine,
whine, whine ....
Rod Serling: You have just been sucked into
the whiner zone.'A place where all other issues,
become lost in the myriad of whines and
whimpers to save the unsaveableKBSU.
Melinda Davidson
Gretchen Warthen
BSU students
Dirty politics of Reagan
In his column 'An apology to BSUgym.
nastics,' Sports Editor lbm Uoyd mistaken-
Iy.said the first home meet of.the semester
.The·University News
Editors in Chief
Karen Kammann
Steve. F. Lyon
Business Manager
Susan IJinns
Typesetters
Lisa Sorensen
Bobbie Cunningham
Editor, The University News;
The current state of affairs in Central
America has me deeply disturbed. The posi-
tion of President Reagan and the fellow sup-
porters' on aiding the "Contras" seems so pro-
foundly wrong that it appears to me absolutely
absurd. Anyone like myself, who has any
knowledge of Latin American history and
• politics, is aware of the faet that the current
events in Nicaragua and elsewhere in Latin
America represent the continuing struggle of
the people of these nations to free themselves
from the tyranny of ruthless dictatorships and
oligarchies which have persisted ever since
these countries gained their independence
from Spain during the first part of the 19th
century. Even though these nations adopted
constitutions, the long-established patterns of
colonialism endured and the power has re-
mained, in most countries, in the hands of a
few.
Unfortunately, not enough people truly
understand that Latin America has a history
. so different from our own. Also, few realize
that the United States has, throughout this
struggling history, acted in its own interests
(and those of powerful American business-
inen) by repeatedly interfering in order to reap
economic and political benefits. This country
never has cared how deomcratic any Latin
American nation behaved as long as they re-
mained "friendly" toward us-that is; as long
as they allowed us to do whatever we pleased
in their country. If a certain leader became
"unfriendly" or the people of the nation
became tired of the oppressing conditions and
threatened to revolt, various methods were im-
plemented, either directly (such as sending in
U.S. military troops or "Contra" aid) or in-
directly (such as making sure the "right" man
won in elections) in order to insure "stabili-
ty" in the region.
It is very distressing to me to see that the
democracy which we speak so highly of has
never been allowed to occur in Latin America.
The word itself, coming from a nation that has
befriended many of the past and present
despotic regimes in· the region such as
Somoza's (which endured for 40 years), seems
so hypocritical. It is an empty word to the
millions of people who are fighting so
desperately to free themselves from these op-
pressive governments. The "Contras" are pe0-
ple with close tiesto Somoza who want to put
the power back into their own hands as it was
before the revolution, when they controlled all
of the political. and economic resources and
the average .citizen worked as a common
laborer with no voice in the political process.
The "Contras" have no desire to actually put
the power into the hands of the people as
Daniel Ortega has done.
Every time that the Latin American people
have held out their hands for help from the
big brother to the north, that hand has been
struck down by our big stick. The situation
these nations are experiencing today is a
culmination of decades of manipulation,
misunderstanding and neglect. We must
recognize the value of indigenous revolutions
such as the one which has occurred in
Nicaragua, which, although it may be a radical
step, is a step away from tyranny and toward
freedom. There are no death squads which
conduct Daniel Ortega's policies to his people
(as there are in the so-called "friendly" and
democratic nations of Guatemala and EI
Salvador at this very moment). Basic freedoms
are allowed in Nicaragua within the restrictions
necessary of a nation at war, such as freedom
of religion.
The dirty politics of the Reagan administra-
tion, furthering a war against people who
want to be free from virtual slavery to wealthy
land owners and own the land themselves,
must stop. Who are we to force our will on
them?
Doesn't democracy mean that these people
have a right to decide what kind of govern-
ment works best for them? The Ortega regime
is not the hard-lined communist devil that Mr.
Reagan and his supporters would have ..us
believe it is. The Ortega regime is taking a step
toward creating for the first'tirne in its nation's
history a government in which the people have
a chance to participate, and a chance to live
a decent life.The.more our country aggravates
the situation, instead of trying to improve it,
the more convinced the people of Nicaragua
are that the word "democracy" is sheer
rhetoric. Wemust let this nation evolve in this
positive direction. More "Contra" aid only
corrupts the possibility for any viable political
system to continue to develop. SlOP .THE
WAR IN NICARAGUA-NO MORE CON·
TRA AID!! . .
Valerie K.. DeR,isio
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BSU.officials. .
model at fashion
show to benefit
child care center
by Jonl Lynn Arrowood
The University News
46 people who use the center are
- single parents. .
During the show, Gov. Cecil An-
drus presented a bowl and urged the
.crowd to put a fewextra dollars in to
help the center. According to Zim-
mermann, $120 was placed into the
bowl by the end of the evening. .
Among the participants were BSU
Football players Eric Andrade and
Pete Kwiatkowski. Andrade made an
appearance on a skateboard, but a
football was in his hands. within
seconds: BSU Archaeologist Dr.
Mark Plew and Vice President of
Student Affairs Dr. David Taylor
made their first appearance in
western wear and entertained the au-
dience with a do-si-do, Other BSU
administrators who modeled in the
show wereDr. Larry Selland and Ben
Hancock.
The Znd annual Celebrity Fashion
Show, held feb. 6 in the Red Lion
Downtowner Ballroom, raised ap-
proximately $700 for theBSU
Childcare Center, according to Mark
Zimmermann, president of Students
for Quality Child Care. Zimmer-
mann said about 100 people showed
up to watch BSU students andfacul-
ty and community members model
fashions provided by The Bon.
The proceeds from the fashion
. show will be used to purchase equip-
ment for the 'center, SQCC plans to
joinVo-Tech's yard sale in April to
raise money for a scholarship fund
to hclp faculty members and students
with the cost of child care, Zimmer-
mann said. Currently, 22 out of the
ARI---.;.,.------
One system of trainingCont. from page 1 technology' which is under
ty to transfer learned skills to new research allows students to talk
situations. Hagman said the with. instructors and other
research includes library work, students through computers,
literature review and use of allowing messages to be stored
human subjects in experimental until a person is free to read them.
research. This system also would deliver
All research is screened by a instruction to students who can-
human research committee and not come to Boise, such as guard
must past a strict review process members who cannot leave
before being conducted, he said.' civillanjobsro betrained, .
A SANE A:PPROACH:TOACRAZYWORl~D
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Roy Clark and Mel Tillis,
Pavilion, 8 p.m., tickets $12.50
and $14. '
Boise Philharmonic Rehearsals,
Morrison center B·125, 7:30-10
p.rn., free.l'2'll;@lMl@ll1
Clark and Tillis perform in I
Jazz Festival, BSU music
department, all day, through
_Feb. 11, free. Performance Feb.
9 at 8 p.m. in the Morrison
Center, tickets $7.50 and $6.
SPB film, This is Spinal Tap,
SPEC,? p.m.
Country stars Roy Clark and Mel Tillis will
perform at the Pavilion on Feb. 8 at 8 p.m.
Clark, best known as the "clownish chap"
on Hee-Haw began learning how to master
string instruments when his parents gave him
his first guitar at the age of 14. Offered ap-
prenticeships in the Hester Clark square dance
band at the age of 15 and his father's band
a year later, Clark also worked briefly as a car
hop at a restaurant in Alexandcria, and as a
paper boy for the Washington Star.
Since those early beginnings, Clark has
achieved many major awards including Enter-
tainer of the Year by the Academy of Coun-
try Music in 1972 and 1973, Instrumentalist
of the Year in 1977, 1978, and I~80by the
Country Music Association as well as earning
an Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters at
John Brown University. Clark and Tillis have
been touring together for about a year and are
returning from a successful Canadian tour.
Tillis began his music career in the 1950s,
when, after serving time in the Air Force, Tillis
and his wife moved from Dover, Fla., to
Nashville. Critics acknowledge that Tillis has
changed the direction of country music, not
so much ir
on greater
as "Detroi
LovcToTI
attempted
as cornplic
is promoti
and will Pi
Tickets
are $12.50
can be pur
Select·A-S,
Women's Basketball, Unlversi-
'ty of Idaho vs. BSU, Pavilion,
7:30 p.m. . ...
SPB films, Steven Spielberg's
Amblin' and BSU student-made
films, 7 p.m., 'Student Union
Ballroom, '
Faculty Artist Recital, Gina
Pruitt, piano, Morrison CenterCi' 3};lllf!IlMm;
Puss wins boots Feb. 13 and 1
Idaho Theatre for Youth will perform its second
production of the spring, Puss N' Boots, Feb.'1J at
II a.m. and Feb. 14at 2 p.m, inthe Reading Center
on the 5th floor of the Education Building.
In Puss N' Boots, when the Millers' son inherits
only a pet cat, he is sorely dismayed. But the .cat"
, I
proves to be quite unusual. Be amazed as I
wits a king, gets his master into the castle I
theking's daughter, and wins himself/a nei
boots. . •
Tickets to this production are $2.50 plus
can be purchased at the door the day of pro
i
Art exhibition and reception
for artist Joey Arce-Torres,
6:30-8 p.m., Boisean Lounge,
Student Union, free.
9'Mitm;;fftttttff'
Die Fledermaus, Boise Opera,
Morrison Center, 8 p.m., tickets
$8-~0.
Ray Hunter, magician, SPEC, 8
p.m.
Idaho Theatre for Youth, Puss
N' Boots, BSU Reading Center,
11 a.m., Tickets are $2.50.
Wrestling, Oregon State vs.
BSU, Human Performance
Center, 3 p.m. '
Gymnastics, South Utah State
vs. BSU, Human Performance
Center, 7 p.m.
Piano
class for
kid's.
BSU piano professor Maleleine Hsu will conduct
a piano ma::.tl:lclass for children ages 6-18 on Feb. 13
at 2:30 p.rn. 'I he-class I~ being held in a private studio
and each student will perform two piano pieces. There
is a $10 regisrration fee, Students must make an ap-
pointrnenr with Hsu at 385-3~IO or 345-1471 in order
to register.
BSUAOP meeting and lun-
cheon, 11:30 a.ni.-1:30 p.m., Stu-
dent Union Ballroom.
Boise Philharmonic Rehearsals,
Morrison Center B-125,
7:30-10 p.rn., free.
1"fliHfliiif@\
SPB films, Steven Spielberg's
Amblin' and BSU student-made
films, 3:15p.rn., Student Union
Ballroom.
Piano Masterclass, Madeleine
Hsu, private' studio, 2:30 p.m.,
$10 registration fee. Must make
appointment with Hsu at
385-3310 or 345-1471 to register.
'.
Tax form assistance by IRS and
Beta Alpha Psi for low income
and elderly people, 7-9:30 p.rn.,
R100m1
215
,:~:~:~/~:~:~:~:::~~:~:~:~:~gt1
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::;::::::::::::::
Idaho Theatre for Youth, Puss
Workshop on Cognitive - N' Boots, BSU Reading Center,
Behavior Modif!cation, Donald 2 p.rn., tickets are $2.50.
Meichenbaum, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Student Union Ballroom, $40
for pre-registered, $30 per per-
son for a group of ten or more,
$20 for students,
SPB film, The Princess Bride,
SPEC, 7 p.m.
Wrestling, University of
Oregon vs. BSU, 7 p.m., Human
Performance Center.
Idaho Stafesman Indoor
Classic track meet, Pavilion,
12:30 p.rn,
. '. .
- .
• - - -. '" ¥ , - • • -~. .... •
Angell's-KevinKirk and Urban Renewal, Feb.' \0-13.
Bouquet-c-FM 97 New Band Night, Feb. 8; Targa, Feb. 9-13.
Broadway Bar-City Limits, Feb. \0-13.
Cassad)"s.,....Doreen Robinson, Feb. 8-9, II, 12; Lee Carey, Feb. \0.
Crazy Horse-The Neighbors, Feb. 11-13; Crazy Horse Jams, Feb.
14.
Dino's-Citizen, Feb. 8-14.
D.J,'s-New Band Night, Feb, 8; Section 8, Feb. 9-14.
1'Iicks-KevinKirk, Feb. 14.
Hannah's-Redstonc, Feb. 9-13.
Hi-H,o Clllb-Winewood, Feb. 9.
Jakc's-John Cooper, Feb. 12-13. ' .
Lock, Stock & Barrel':""Rob Harding, Feb. 9; Rob Harding and Dave
Young, Feb. 10-13; Bluegrass Jam"Feb. 14. .
Nenilel's-Prime Time, Feb. \0-13.
Pengilly's-John Hansen, Feb. 10-13.
Ranch Club-Curly with Alias, Feb. 8-13.
Red Lion Downtowner-Flying Colors, Feb. 9-13:
Red Lion Riverside-The Trio Band, Feb. 9-13.
Salt & Pepper's C'est La Vie-l-105 Rock 'n Roll Night, Feb. 10.
Sandpiper- Tauge and Faulkner, Feb. 10-13. ' ..
Shorty's-Sundance, Feb. 8-9; JayWalkers, Feb. 9-13;' Pinto Ben-
nett, Feb. 14. _
Sunshine Saloon....:.T.T. Miller Band, Feb. 8. ,
Tom Grainey's-John Hansen Acoustic Jam, Feb. 8; Secret Agents,
Feb. 9-13. '
Turf Club-Larry Walker Band, Feb. 9.
The ZOO-Lost Boys, Feb. 9-13.
• .i . • •. ',.. ,. ~ .'
SPB to show student films
SPB's featured films for this week are student films, This is Spinal Tapand the PrincessBride.
Student films are an assortment of short films made by some of the famous and
not-so-famous. Steven Spielberg's 1968 film Amblin' and short films made by BSU
Students are featured. In a change of pace, This is Spinal Tap is a pseudo-
rockumentary on rock heroes. Director Rob Reiner creates a witty reflection of
contemporary lifestyles as he attacks fads, drugs, big business, hip language,
sex, groupies and filmmakers .. The Princess Bride, with Billy Crystal, is a
comedic love tale of murder and suspense that somehow ends up all right.
The student films will be shown Feb. 8 and IO in the Student Union
Ballroom at 7 p.m, and 3:15 p.m., respectively. This is Spinal Tapwill show
on Feb. 12 in the SPEC at 7 p.m. The Princess Bride will show Feb. 14
at 7 p.m, in the SPEC.
Admission is free to all BSU students with an activity card, $1 for
facuity and staff and $2.50 for the general public.
Opera comes to BSU
Pavilion
Die Fledermaus will play for two performances
at the Morrison Center at 8 p.m. on Feb. 13 and
15.
Considered by critics as Johann Strauss' most
famous work, Die Fledermaus resembles the
modern-day "soaps," with the filthy rich Prince
Orlofsky, Adele the mischievous maid and the
errant Rosalinda
all wrapped up in
intrigue, suspense
I
and romance.
Tickets for the
performance,
range from $8.-20.
.h in the sound, but with an insistence
ater realism in the lyrics. In such songs
.troit City," "Ruby, DOn't Take Your
'a Town" and "Mental Revenge," Tillis
'ted to depict characters and situations
rplicatcd as they are in real life. Tillis
noting his latest album, 'New Patches,
II perform selections from it.
cts for the concert
UO and .$14 and
purchased at any
<\-Seat outlet.
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Reviews
Midnight()il.··mi~es p.olitic!;
""itbhard ..driVing· sounds
RlCOHOI
by Steve Farneman
The University News
On Jan. 26. Australia celebrated its
200th birthday. which coincided with
the U.S. release of the sixth album
from one of the Great South Land's
most popular bands.
Midnight Oil's Diesel and Dust
shows ihis activist rock quintet year-
ning for change and reform as their
country enters its third century. Their
hard-driving, hook-laced riffs and
potent left-of-center songwriting
combine to create songs that have-
to use the title of their 1983 single-
both the "Power and the Passion."
Remaining .at the forefront of
many Australian benefit concerts,
Midnight. Oil's politically well-
versed, shaven-headed, lead singer,
lawyer Peter. Garrett even went so far
as to run for a national senate seat
in 1984 for the Nuclear Disarmament
Party. Although hewon the popular
vote, he was narrowly defeated in a
confusing election that ended a suc-
cessful campaign which led Garrett
to debate Prime Minister Robert
Hawke on television.
Much of what Garrett campaign-
ed for can be heard in the grooves of
Diesel and Dust. Issues such as
nuclear disarmament, Australia's
close economic and military ties to
Reagan's administration and any
urgent emphasis on the treatment of
the continent's aborginal natives all
are addressed.
Aboriginal children are pictured on
their scorched land in the album's
gatefold and their plight is brought
to attention before the chorus of the
album's opening cut "Beds Are Bur-
ning." The band's simple harmony'
states: "The time has come I A fact's
a fact lit belongs to them I Let's give
it back."
This message is again seen on the
album's most breathtaking cut "The
Dead Heart," which was released in
1986 for the film Ulurti--An Anagu
Story. Written from the perspective
of the neglected minority. "The 'Dead
Heart's chorus carries an anthemic
feeling to all. saying: "We carry in
our hearts the true country I and that
cannot be stolen I We follow in the
steps of our ancestry I and that can-
not be broken." Garrett also angrily
denounces mining and uranium com-
panies that have more say and rights
than people as the song's soaring
'}. ONE'\li,EEKONlY! -.February" 12-February. 18 . ",
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We make and bake our own
submarine buns daily!
Try our SUBMARINE SANDWICHES!
14 Different Varieties
1:llI1IlI.1lI.1IlI .
X·LARGE 16" • X·LARGE 16" •
1ITEM II 21TEM I
PIZZA : PIZZA II
lItem of YourChOice II 21tamsofYourCholce II
,Only • Only :
: $6.25:
CUl"JOutlnchidfd • Carry Outlndudfd • Carry Outlncludfd
Till Not Included I TuNotlncludfd I TuNotlnchided
No IJmlI On Numlia • No IJmlI Dl\NumbIr No lJmlIoo NumbIr
tiPlmtP., Order tiPl=s PIr Order • aPl=s PIr 0rdIr
Expires May 31.,98.11 •. Expires Me, 31, 19B8L Explras May 3.'. 1988
.• COUPON ••• COUPON.. • COUPON .••
.......
X·LARGE 16"
3 ITEM
. PIZZA
3 items ofYourChoIce
Only
$5.25
hord and string finale approaches:
"Warakurna" echoes the equal
rights message with lines like: "There
is enough I White law could be
wrong I There is enough I Black law
must be strong," as it builds to the
blatant cry of "This land must
change or land must burn."
"Put Down That Weapon" ad-
dresses, as the title suggests. nuclear
disarmament in a tone that is both
urgent and tense and" yet tightly
restrained; The furious tension is on-
ly unleashed when Garrett exclaims:
"They keep talking about it / They
keep talking."
The primary reason Midnight Oil
still hasn't achieved the heights of
popularity in the U.S. that they have
in their own country is simply that
their lyrics still are "too Australian"
for the average passive American
listener to grasp. This by no means
should be criticized, but their records
do require a little knowledge of the
country and the view and message
they have for the rest of the-world.
Although not quite as diverse and,
far-reaching in scope as their 1985
masterpiece, Red Sails ill the Sunset,
Dust and Diesel is engagingly
spirited, 'important and very worthy
of attention. '
GRADE: A
The University News
A humorous slice of
American •~.thnicity
in IMoons,truck'
by Phil DeAngeli
The University-News
_ Moons/ruck, if you have not
already heard, is a good fllm..In
this bubbly spoof of Italian
Americans and adultery. Cher.
plays a common-sense widow
named LorettaCastorini.
The movie opens with Johnny
Cammareri, an immature, middle-
aged man played well by Danny
Aiello, proposing marriage to
Loretta at a neighborhood Italian
restaurant. Loretta demands a
ring and kneeling before accep-
ting his proposal; she is obsessed
with doing things right in her se-
cond marriage because of the bad
luck. she had with the first one
(her husband was hit by a bus).
Johnny leaves directly to visit
his dying mother in Palermo, but
charges Loretta with a task-to
contact his estranged brother and
invite him to the wedding. She
calls him; and he responds with
expletives and hangs up. So she
goes to see him where he works,
shoveling coal to fuel the ovens at
Cammareri Brothers Bakery.
Ronny Cammareri is played
passionately by Nicholas Cage.
Raising Arizona and Peggy Sue
Go/ Married are two of Cage's
most recent films, and in neither
does he act with half as much
feeling as in Moonstruck. Ronny
lost a hand in a meat slicer while
talking to his brother years ago
and has never spoken to him
since. Cage does well in his por-
. trayal of a man with a chip on his
shoulder.
Ronny and Loretta talk and
eventually fall prey to their pas-
sions and act on their strong feel-
ings for each other. spending the
--. __--1
MOIUS
night at Ronny's apartment above .
the bakery. At one point. Loretta
awakens and moves to the window
and stares at the moon; It is here
that the theme of being unable to
control one's passions when the
moon is full is introduced. After
this scene, we see almost all the
.primary characters forgetting
their inhibitions and acting like
newlyweds.
Most of the comedy in this film
is directed at Italian Americans.
It is a stereotypical portrayal of
the standard Italian family. but it
" is not insulting. Just three genera-
tions removed from the Old
Country, I found that the jabs at
Italians were done tastefully and
with care; in fact, I saw my grand-
parents and parents in the scenes
involving the patriarch of the
Castorini family.
Cher, Cage Aiello, Olympia-
Dukakis 'as Mrs. Castorini, and
Vincent Gardenia as Mr.
Castorini all turn in solid perfor-
mances in this film.combining to
produce a superior product. I en-
joyed the film because it did not
try to put on airs or accomplish
too much.Jt simply gives a brief,
humorous 'slice of American
metropolitan ethnicity.
Do see this movie before it
comes out on cassette; It is worth
both the time and the expense.
GRADE: A-
for the Snake River Alliance.
The striking guitar passages be-
tween 1-84 frontman Kevin Carroll
If most bands were reduced to and rhythm riffman David Grapp
operating from the bare essentials of were the keynote, anchored by Wan
amplifiers Without the moder~ con- Birt's solid, powerhouse drumming
veniences of sound boards, monitors and Lupus Garou's punchy, en-
and special effecis gizmos, the result thusiastic bass which is not mere
would be a hideous mess, appropriate background shading but an integral'
to a primitive industrial warehouse. part-of the band's sound. Intelligent,
Despite such technical problems, sensitive and deeply passionate, 1-84
1-84 and Primordial Soup played played two hours of non-stop un-
nearly five hours of driving music at compromisingly creative music. The
the, Crazy Horse Feb. 5 in a benefit soaring four-part harmonies of the
r;:========::,···· ......_ :=========:1......... - ...
PUTYOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
rOWORK.
~ir Force Officer Training School
IS an excellent startto a
challenging career as on Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacationwith pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact on
Air Forcerecruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you, Call .
(509) 334 - 0505
Collect
Benefit 'bands rock hard
shimmering, winding "Blue Sky" is
remarkable enough, but when the
foursome gears up in the whiplash
tempo changes of the full-throttle
"Johnny Tucson," the conflicting
emotional appeal creates a mesmeriz-
ing whole.
Sometimes controversial ("Red-
necks from Hell") and frequently
musically provocative ("We're Not
Leaving Quite Yet"), 1-84. too often
compared to R.E.M., is lyrically and
musically' enlightening.
1f.I-84 appealed to the audience's
intellectualscnsibilities, Primordial
Soup as the electric shaman.plung-
cd into archaic voodoo-trance music.
Washed in a bath of psychedelic
flood lights and flowing peace sym-
bols. Primordial Soup reminded me
of a revolving three-ring freaky. cir-
Cus.George Shearer's dramatic
garage-guitar frenzy, accompanied by
scratching violin virtuositycertaln,
Iy sounded like the band is taking a
Greyhound bus into the sun.
Politicallyinspired ("Up Your Butt
With a Nuclear\\arhead," "Nicara-
gua No" and socially conscious
("Safe Sex. Crack-down"), Pri-
mordial Soup plays a diverse set
including a first-rate, but obscu~
Bob Dylan tune "Didn't You?", Neil
Young's "Four Dead inOhio" and
Camper Van Beethoven's" "Good
Guys. Bad Guys" and "LassieWent
.to the Moon." Certain moments of
!he show ~ught Primordial Soup at
Its most mspired-brash. eXultant
and often transcendent.' .
The two bands are creating some
,of tIJe Illlf:storiginlil music'in the
~;,l!rea" and. ~~fh;'ar~ Aefinltely w&rth
, •the covel' 'nn' ."aF-h''lotalb .'...- -- ..... ,- ... ' .......£f.:l.i.:-'!.!!t.:, •. ,.~... "ra~
by Stephen King
The University News
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Boise offers abar for every·sfudent'sfaste
L t' ' t Brian Becker I University Newse s par YAfter a week of classes, students forget school and gather at their favorite
watering hole to drink, .dance and socialize. Above, The End Zone on Broadway is a popular
hangout, and is close to campus. Right, TheHeartbreak Cafe on Main Street fills up on the weekend.
by Joni Lynn Arrowwood
The University News
After a week of sitting in class
taking notes during the day,
reading assignments at night and
doing research in the library in
between, many BSU students
make their way to the bars on the
weekends. Which bars do the
students frequent and why?
You do not have to stray far
from campus to hit a beer-
drinking establishment. The End
Zone, located on Broadway, is a
bar with a pool table in the center
'75 Honda Civic $495
'75 Plymouth .FU~I '" $495
'72 Toyota Mark /I $495
'78 Plymouth -Arrow $795
'64 Buick Wagon $250
'72 Pontiac 4 Dr. . $300
'64 Ford Pickup $650
'69 Jeep. Wag Body Bad$275
Runs Good
'75 Toyota Celica GT $800
'78 Ford Fiesta $900
'81 Ford Escort Wag $1200
'80 Merc Bobcat Wag :$900
'77 DatsunB-210 $800
'69 VW Bu $900
of the room. Once you have your
draft in hand, you can watch the
game on television or watch or
participate in a game of 'pool.
There are a fewpinball games for
. those who appreciate them.
If you enjoy the pub at-
mosphere but find yourself
hungry, head further south on
. Broadway until you hit Burger N
Brew.Youwill be treated to com-
plimentary popcorn and have
your choice of regular domestic
beer or their "guest" tap, which
is either an import beer or an out-
of-the-ordinary domestic beer,
such as White Cloud, which is
from Idaho. Burger N Brew also
offers beer in 20-ounce schooners
and. for the hungry, a variety of
hamburgers and nachos. Pinball
games and pool tables are
available in the back for
enthusiasts.
Downtown, there is a mixture
of beer-drinking pubs and clubs.
with live entertainment.
The Cactus is a popular place
to have a few beers before going
onto other bars. The Cactus' sim-
ple, no-pretensions atmosphere
includes a pool table in the rear"
More people
have survived
cancer than
now live in
the City of
Los 'Angeles.
Weare
winning.
IAMERICANt:RCANCER
'SOCIE1Y~ .
Grand Teton if
1''T' '::F Lodge Company
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
A .widevariety of positions are available at our resort
operations located in beautifulGRANDTETONNATJONAL
PARK,Wyoming. '.
• Housing provided formost positions· Minimumage of 18.
Arepresentative will be interviewingon campus:
, Monday, February 29
Contact your Student Employment OIIic:e on campus
lor Interview appointment and ap,PDcation.
GRAND TETON LODGE COMPANY
P.O. Box 250, Motan, Wyoming83013
An Equal Opportunity Employer
-..- ..... ,
,
Brian Becker I University News
plain tables and chairs and room
at the bar for patrons who want
to chat with the owner.
The decor in .10th 51. Station
offers plenty of reading matter to
keep you occupied while you have
beer, wine or a mixed drink. Foot-
ball helmets, street signs, a boa t
oar, an airplane propeller and
tickets to almost everything are
among the various objects on the
walls. Complimentary popcorn is
available.
The Heartbreak Cafe serves
beer and wine as welJ as hard li-
quor and has a dining area.
Videos are played on several
televisions placed around the bar.
Across the street, downstairs at
Jake's, videos are played, You
need to. be 21 to enter, because
Jake's does not observe the grand-
father clause, which alJows peo-
ple to drink if they were 19 before
the new drinking law went into.
effect.
Other bars that are popular
with students will befeatured next
week, in part two of this series.
?'homps01l9, INC,
1707 Broadway
344·5180
Rent
'Washer & Dryer
$35.00 per month and up
P'ZAZ
111 Broadway ......North ofBSU
Specializing in
Cards, Gifts, Party Supplies
Balloons, Stuffed Animals, &
Wrapping!
Call us to help you plan that party!'
Celebrate' Valentine's Day with us:
25070DISCOUNT TO BSU STUDENTSl
AvAILABLE HERE:
California Dreamer
Paper Moon
The Far Slde,byGaryL,arson
AND MUCHMORE!
-'",,!:!
;:-':7;< I'--';:=~,"hv::'--':!"'_,~_rj'7hy-
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BSUgiYf3sonf3, takes one from Montana teams
. . . . . . - . .
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
ories can be scary. Teams have been
known to become complacent, which
was the Grizzlies' only hope.
With 7:50 left in the secondhalf,
, Montana managed to cut the Bron-
co, lead to 10 ,points. That was
enough to wake the Broncos up as
Childs hit one of his patented three-
pointers, and they never looked back.
U of M's Kevin Hood hit a soft jump
hook with 1:23 left in thegame to kill
the "burgers, burgers" chant, but the
fans 'quickly went to "frosties,
frosties" as the Broncos rolled over
tire Grizzlies 74-51.
Besides patience, turnovers were
credited by Dye as a key in the game.
"Not so much that they had 24, but
that we had 10," he said.
Overall, Dye said he was pleased
to disspell any apprehension concern-
ing the two-game losing 'streak., "I
thought it important to learn how to
win a game-play to win, not to
lose."
, The BSU Broncos now stand 17-3
overall and 8-2 in Big Sky Conference
play. On Feb. II, BSU travels north
to take on the conference leader and
arch-rival U of I Vandals followed by
a Feb. 13 engagement with the
Eastern Washington University
Eagles.
The BSU basketball team found
itself in a new position after' the
Montana invasion. Both Montana
State and the University of Montana
invaded Boise with revenge on their
minds. Earlier in the season, the
Broncos had bested both schools on
their home courts-a feat rarely ac- '
complishedIn Big Sky basketball.
However, only one narrowly escaped
with a victory, while the other felt the
full wrath of Bronco. ball.
Montana State and Boise State
were the two pre-season favorites in
the Big-Sky Conference. About a
month ago, BSU embarassed the
Bobcats on their home floor. Vin-
dication was MSU's theme when they
arrived in Boise for their Feb. 5
showdown with the Broncos. BSU
looked to get back onthe winning
trail after its loss to Northern
Arizona in their last outing.
From the opening tip-off, the two
teams were a contrast. Montana
State, reported to be tired after a
rugged one-point victory over. ISU
the night before, was unusually quick
, and crisp for a team on the road. The
well-rested Broncos, on the" other
hand, were sluggish from the onset,
'MSU deployed a sagging \-3-1
zone defense to build an early lead.
"We wanted to make them beat us
from the perimeter," MSU Head
Coach Stu Starner said.
This strategy worked as the visitors
built a 14-point lead with just under
eight minutes to go. Then, as they
have done so many times before this
season, the Broncos rallied. This time
it was Wilson Foster who had the hot
Who's open-BSU's Brian King look~ for a way around Montana's Tony Reed.
hand from the three-point range, and
Boise State was back in the. game.
The Bronco defense stiffened; the
lead changed hands. BSU's Chris
Childs hit from the downtown range
to put Boise State up by one with just
under two minutes left. MSU's Tom
Domako sank two free throws to take
the lead back. Bronco Forward
Arnell Jones muscled a bucket right
at the one-minute mark to recapture
the lead for the home team.
Then, with time for two posses-
sions left, BSU picked off an errant
ball and the horne crowd started
counting its chickens. But they never
hatched.
All the Broncos had to do was
hold on to the ball and run out the
clock.
With twenty ticks left on the clock,
BSU's Childs was called for a charg-
ing foul while trying to protect the
ball from two Bobcat defenders. It
was a call that obviously .displeased
the partisan fans, and, 10 seconds
later, MSU's Ray Willis banked' a
driving lO-foot jump shot to put the
Bobcats back on top.
After two Bronco timeouts, eight
seconds remained on the scoreboard
clock. BSU's Bobby Dunn quickly
got the ball up the court. Two passes
later, Foster's banked shot caromed
off the glass. hit the front. rim and
hung motionless for a brief second
before popping out. Montana State
won 71-70.
"I don't think we were ever in a real
good flow," BSU Head Coach Bob-
by Dye said after the game. "I
thought they did a very nice job
defensively. "
Chris Childs and Wilson Foster
shared scoring honors, with 20
apiece, as the Broncos dropped their
second conference game falling one
game behind theU of I Vandals.
"We definitely have to regroup,"
Dye said' regarding the upcoming
Montana game. "I don't know what
effect it will have."
Like the mark of any good team.
the Broncos set about to take care of
business the next night against the
University .of Montana Grizzlies.
With each successive possession,
BSU slowly pulled away from the
visitors until, with three minutes left
in the half, the Broncos put together
a 12-2 run that gave them a 19-point
advantage at the break.
"It's a disadvantage to play them
after a one-point loss," U of M Head
Coach Stew Morrill said.
Halftime leads are nice, but big
Track team
cannot get
past BYU
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
The Boise State track team finish-
ed second to Brigham Young Univer-
sity, 96-73 at the Mountain Stales
Games in Pocatello on Feb. 6.
Individual winners for the Bron-
cos were Wendell Lawrence with
54-foot-I-inch triple jump; Steve
Muse with a 59-foot-9-inch toss in
the shot put; Troy Kemp with a
24-foot-2-inch long jump; and Byron
Canty, with a time of 7:55 in the 55
meter hurdles .:
Lawrence qualified for the NCAA
Championships with his winning
leap and Kemp already had qualified
in the high jump.
The Broncos' next competition will
be the Idaho, Statesman Indoor
Classic at the Pavilion Feb: 14.
lady Broncos up
record to 12-6
b)' David, Dunn
The'University Neil'S
Montana game was seemingly lost as
BSU appeared fiat-footed, watching
MSU glide past them to a 68-44
victory.
With Marj Connors sidelined
because of a knee injury (she is ex-
pected to be back in about a week),
the Broncos looked to Niki Gamez
for some quality time and got it as
Gamez led BSU with II points. The
team had an otherwise horrendous
night, shooting just 27 percent from
the 1100r.
With a chance to redeem
themselves, the Lady Broncos faced
the University of Nevada-Reno Feb.
5 in their seventh Mountain West
Athletic Conference game of the
year. With the Wolfpack leading
most of the game, the possibilities of
losing three straight looked probable.
The Lady Broncos had other
thoughts, though, as they came from
13 points down in the second half to
outscore the Wolfpack 75-68.
Ann Jensvold led a powerful Lady
Bronco attack with 28 points while
Jan Ecklund had 16, and Missy
Dallas scored 13. Dallas also led the
Broncos with seven assists and Wen-
dy Sullivan was once again the leader
on the boards with 10 rebounds. As
a team, the Lady Broncos out-
rebounded UNR 41-27 which enabl-
ed BSU to get a lot of fastbreak
points, pushing them to victory and
a 4-3 conference record.
The Lady Broncos will finish out
the road trip against Northern
Arizona University Feb. 8. Their next
home game will' be against instate
rival U of I Feb. 12 in the Pavilion
at 7:30 p.rn,
Gymnasts lose openerA devastating loss to the MontanaState Bobcats did not keep the Lady
Bronco basketball team down for
long as they rebounded with a victory
over the University of Nevada-Reno,
improving their overall record to
12-6.
On Feb. I the Lady Broncos faced
the 16-0 Bobcats, which was the se-
cond time in a row they faced an
undefeated team. All the emotion
and intensity of the University of
by Tom Lloyd
The University Neil'S
Suffering their first loss of the
second conference game, falling one
to get back on the winning track feb.
13 when they host Southern Utah
State at 2 p.m. in the BSU gym.
The Boise State gymnastics team
narrowly lost its home opener to
Utah State 179.55 to 179.15. The
University of Alaska-Anchorage
finished third with 138.10 points.
"It was close enough," BSU
Coach Sam Sandmire said, "It could
have gone either way."
BSU's Cherianne Calkins
had a banner day as she set a school
SPORTSCENE
Broncos, learn
your.lessons.
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
word humus, meaning' ground or,
soil. I opt to view that in a positive
vein, for the ~ight of Feb, 6 the
Boise State Broncos, humbled of late,
had their feet back on the ground
and trampled a pretty good Montana
team.
The good college teams I have
watched in the past may vary widely
offensively, defensively and however
else, but they all doone thing, in
common __ they play their game for
40 minutes; John Wooden's UCLA
teams of the'6Os and '70s typified
that more often than any other
teams. Sometime during the game-
usually the second half-sthe other
team would break, and the Bruins,
who simply kept. doing the same
thing over and over, would start pull-
ing away. This is what I see as the
strong suit of this BSU team.
Imaintain that when the Broncos
concentrate on their game, they are
one of the better teams in the coun-
try. When they don't, they let lesser
teams stay in the game 'With them.
The season may be determined by
, the lessons learned at the end of
January and, the first week of
nbrua~ ,
I have never met or heard of a
coach who enjoys losing or wants to
lose, but sometimes a loss can be
beneficial. Now I'm not extolling the
virtues of losing, but rather what it
can serve to be-a reality check.
If BSU were to choose the timing
of such events, now is not so bad.
They have lost to the good and the
bad, at home and away. What it boils
down to is that nothing canbe taken
for granted. It is, as coaches like to
call it, gut-check time.
The Boise State basketball team is
talented and well coached; their
record says so. However, they are
human, and are granted all the rights-
thereof, They-found that by not put-
"ting away a mediocre team, they-can
get put away. Then they found play-
ing street ball-a.k.a. one-on-one-
against theofficals does not pro-
duce a victory. Nor does every come-
. back. If you heard a loud thud
sometime late friday night, it was the
collective feet of the BSU team land-
ing on 'the ground.
Humble comes from the Latin,
Cherianne Calkins
record on the vault with a 9.6 score
and tied the school all-around mark
with 36.75. Lisa Treciak.finished se-:
cond in the floor exercises with a 9.1'
and third all around with 36.05
points.
As a team, Boise State broke its
own school record with a 46.15,
"I really have Bill Steinbach, our
assistant coach, to thank for that,"
Sandmire said. "Before he came, that
was our weakest event and he's work-
ed really hard with the girls."
:'We had a good meet," Sandmire
continued, "It was so nice to perform
at home. The crowd was fantastic;
The stands were packed. They were
enthusiastic and gave us lots of
support."
Valentine's
Special!
100/0 off on Everything
for BSUStudents!
-Cards & Gifts
.-Delicious Fudge
-'Soise's'far Side
-Collection Connection.
ESSAYS & REPORTS
16,278 to choosefrom~8II subjecb
Order Calliog Today w~h VIaaIMC 01 COO
~ 800-351-0222IIlIDI!IIIIJ' InCaIl'.121314n~
Or. rush $2.00 to: E~say~ & R.port~
11322IdahoAve.I206-SN.los~. CA90025
Custom researtl1 3100 avallable-aU IevBIs
Classifieds
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benefits: Insurance, savings program,
IRA, Social Security. Give us a-call
if you want. to be part of a winning
team. Call Erik Farley 801-572-2796
collect for an on-campus interview.
Help Wanted Miscellaneous
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY? Are you a loving, nurtur-
ing person who enjoys spending time
With children? Live in lovely, subur-
ban neighborhoods, enjoy excellent
.salaries, benefits, your own living
quarters and limited working hours.
Your round-trip transportation is
provided. One year commitment
necessary. Call or write: Suzanne
Pack, Childcare Placement Service, '
Inc. lCCPS), 739 Rim View Lane,
1\vin Falls, ID 83301. (208) 733-7790.
EXCITING BOSTON: Sports, Night
Life, Excitement! Enjoy the Boston
area for one year as a Iive-inchildcare
Nanny. 'Excellent . salaries, many
benefits. Over 10 successful
olaeementsl Find out if you qualify.
Call (617)794-2035 or write One on
One, 10 Berkeley Lane, Andover, Ma.
01910
The BSU College Democrats, will
hold a meeting Feb. 10 at 4 p.m, in
the Student Union Bannock Room.
NEEDA JOB? Applications arc now
being taken for the following posi-
tions in Student Programs Board. All
positions arc one-year positions. If
you arc creative, energetic, and com-
mitted to entertainment on campus
we need you! Job openings include:
Student .Programs Board Director,
Business Manager, Public Relations,
Coordinator, .Graphic Artist.Ap-
plication deadline 2-19-88. AND,
Concerts Chairperson, Lectures
Chairperson, Films Chairperson,
'Assistant Films, Chairperson, Fine
Arts Chairperson. Application
deadline 2-26. Applications and job
descriptions may be obtained at
ASBSU, 385-1440.
WANTTO'BE PUBLISHED? BSU's
Political Science Association is ac-
cepting papers for its annual review.
Submit your work to the Political
Science' Department Office by
February 19. For more information
call Steve at 343-9739 or the Political
Science Dept. at 385-1458.
WRITING for non-academic pur.
poses and editing. Rates negotiable.
Call Karen at 338-9630.
LOVING, PROFESSIONAL couple
wishes to' adopt baby and provide
with best of everything. Please call
Barbara collect: '(208) 765-3187
(days); (208) 772~7638' (eves.),
ALASKA NEEDS SUMMER
EMPLOYEES. Insider detailed
report on cannery/tourist seeking
employees. Send $5.00 Destine
Alaska, Box 231894, Anchorage,
Alaska 99523
PersonalsBREAK AWAY FROM THE PACK.
Develop your personal skills, and earn
$5,000 to $10,000 this summer. We
train' you to be the best. Travel,
guaranteed income, company
DARIN: I love you and miss you.
Annastasia.
MATTHEW: Happy Valentine's Day,
BLOOMCOUNTY by Berke Breathedr--------, r-------...;:~ :1€T
ON
LOST AND FOU;.;.N_D.... _~R'iII
LE.T'S MOvE
'£M OUT!!
.,-H/t; /S MARTY G. HEliE
AT KBStI, WHERE 71fE
8S COM£S8£(~R£ YOV!
!ONMfilR!
by Damon Threet~-~~~......
COMIC BOOK LOVERS
HAVE SHOPPED SINCE
1973 AT
KING'S KOMIX KASTLE
* New Comics *Old Comics *
Back Issues of Playboy
1706 N. 18th' 2560 Leadville
(appts. 343·7142)(drop-in343·7055)
same goes for the "very- big secret"
we share. (Ooh, mysterious) I love
you!! Kimber
terested, please write to: James
Marlow, P.O. Box B-61841, Florence,
Arizona 85232
Death Row inmate, BS in Business
Administration, Vietnam Vet, would
like to correspond with anyone that
would like to write. To exchange.
ideas, and for friendship. Anyone in-
THE B IN BONEROWSKI stands
.. for blg.Jadies, Forget George Bush.
The B also stands for board, my
skateboard;
ACROSS
1 Moccasin
4 Entire
9 Unit of Siamese
currency
12Guido's high
note
13 Downy duck
14Ocean
15 sen
17Capital 01
Bahama
Islands
19 LUbricate
20 Experience
21 Fruit olthe pine
23 Exclamalion
24 Weird
27 Those holding
office
28 Employed
30 Sicilian volcano
31 Agave plant
32 ClothlQg
34 Chaldean cJty
35 Vast ages
37 Heavenly body
38 Vase
39 Breaks
suddenly
41 Printer's
measure
42 The sweetsop
43 Choir voice
45 Small amount
'46 Supposed
48 Nawest
51 Union groups:
abbr.
52 Chemical
compound
54 River: Sp.
55 Decimal basr
56 Forays
57 Pigpen
DOWN
1Wooden pin
THE
WEEKLY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
2 Beverage
3 Ecclesiastical
decrees
4 Source of water
5 Hasten
6 Hypothetical
force '
. 7 River In Siberia
8 Wipeout
9 Declare
10 Beverage
11 Greek leller
16 Stalemate
18 Metal
20 Playhouse
21 Quotes
22 Vegetable
23 Snakes
25 Habituate
26 Merits
28 Above'
29 Apothecary's
weight
32 Tremulous
33 Teutonic deity
36 Indian tribe
38 Declares
40 Scolf
42 River Island
44 Greek mountain
peak
45 Prohibits
46 Follows Sept.
47 Baker's product
48 Conducted
49 Pose for portrait
50 Playlhing
53 Note of scale
10 11
Answers
to last week's
puzzle
Come and
CELEBRATE
at
NewMythology-
Comics &Science Fiction
February is Superman Month , ,.
Enter our Superman Art Contest on Feb. 19·
details available at New Mythology .'
Prizes & Cake at Superman's Birthday Party
on February ..gOth
Old & New Comics. SF/Fantasy BooksSxGarnes
*COME VISIT US*
1725 Broadway-Only 314 mile s6uth<;>fBSU-344.6744
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Top, Bill Eddins, the Star Riders leading scorer, heads down the court on a fast break. Above,
'Tom Madden dribbles the ball while an opponent looks for the steal. Above right, Laurie Lowe
and teamma,te Mike Cambell attempt to score against the, outmatched Audio Source team.
Story by
-Steve F. Lyon
Photos by
Chris 'Butler
EL
and
If you should ever be approached by right word i'or tile lightweight: expcn-
a member of the Star Riders basket- sive (around $1.500) chairs the Star
ball team and asked to playa friendly Ridcrs use; Team members refer 10
game in wheelchairs, don't. them as "sportchairs."
Very likely you, like the guys from Aside from playing basketbatl, Bill
Audio Source who last played the Eddins, Star Rider shooter cxtraor-
Alternate Mobility Adventure Seekers dinaire, lifts weights and skis at Bogus
last week, would go down in defeat. Basin. . .
.The team practices every other "We're out here and we like sports
weekend and play whenever they can, " as much as anybody else dues. ",
or whenever they can find anyone to Playing a grueling game of 6U
play against them, according to Star minutes or more, with the team 51:01-
Rider player/coach T. Toops: ' ing averaging around 40.60 points, Ed-
Nine to 10 players make up the team,' dins said "the last eight minutes are
which plays locally and regionally, 'pretty tough if you've played the whole
most recently in a tournament held in game."
Ogden, Utah last year.' Another member of the team, Larry
The rules arc a little different when Thrasher, said if' you are not used to
the Star Riders play: A dribble consists it, your arms give out pretty. fast.
of One or more bounces. 1\ player can The Star Riders had no trouble put-
either pass the ball or keepit after drib- tlngaway the Audio Source team
bling, but must dribble once forevery 48·~8, even after giving-Audio Source
two turns of the wheelchair. 10 free ~oints at halftime.
Actually, wheelchair is not really the
